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Conserving Cultural Heritage  文物保育:
Who should decide?  由誰來决定？



Engineer 工程師: structural integrity
Structurally unsound; should be classified as a Dangerous
Building!

In the past, conservation decisions were made by small
groups of appointed professionals who would evaluate a
heritage place from a narrow perspective.

Architect 建築師: building code compliance
Fails to satisfy the fire code and provide barrier-free access!

Surveyor 測量師: construction cost estimate
Too costly to restore the building to its original appearance!

Developer 地產商: feasible use and revenue return
Too little rentable area; no feasible commercial use; forget it!
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Who values what – the top-down approach



Conserving Cultural Heritage 文物保育 :
Who should decide 由誰來决定 ?



Conserving Cultural Heritage 文物保育 :
How should we decide 如何决定 ?



*James Semple Kerr, Conservation Plan, 5th Ed. (NSW: National Trust, 2000), 3.

Formulating a Conservation Plan  文物保育規劃書 for a Heritage Place

STAGE I Understanding the Heritage Place
Step 1 Gathering evidence (documentary & physical)


Step 2 Coordinating and analyzing evidence


Step 3 Assessing and stating the Significance 文物價值 of the place (a Statement 

of Significance 文物價值評估報告) 


STAGE II Conservation Policy and Its Implementation
Step 4 Gathering information for the development of conservation policy

Physical condition      External requirements (statutory)       Requirement for retention of significance       Feasible use


Step 5 Developing conservation policy (or conservation strategies)


Step 6 Stating conservation policy and evolving strategies and options for its 

implementation (an implementation plan)

The Conservation Process – Australian Model



The Conservation Process – Canadian Model

Kate Clark’s four questions on 
the conservation process:

What is it?

Why is it important?

What is happening to 
it?

What are we going to 
do about it?



What is the Statement of Significance?  文化價值評估報告

Based on the model from Canada’s Historic Places Initiative 
(www.historicplaces.ca), the Statement of Significance of a heritage place consists 
of three parts:

1. Description of the place

2. Cultural heritage values  文物價值 of the place

3. Character-defining elements 具備文物價值的元件 of the place (that relate to its values)

The Statement of Significance of a cultural heritage place refers to the special
qualities (or characteristics) that make the place important for conservation.



Conserving Cultural Heritage 文物保育:
Cultural Heritage Values 文物價值



To understand what is significant for the conservation of a heritage place, you 
first need to understand its cultural heritage values.

What are Cultural Heritage Values  文物價值 ?  

Different documents employ different types of cultural heritage values:

Canada’s The Evaluation of Historic Buildings (1980)
History, Architecture, Environment, Usability, Integrity

Australia’s Burra Charter (1984 / 1999):
Historic, Aesthetic, Scientific, Social, Spiritual

Australia’s NSW Heritage Assessment Criteria (1996):
Historical, Aesthetic, Technical / Research, Social

Canada’s Historic Places Initiative (2001):
Historic, Aesthetic, Scientific, Social, Spiritual, Cultural

China’s Principles for the Conservation of Heritage Sites in China (2002):
Historical, Artistic, Scientific

UK English Heritage’s Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the Sustainable 
Management of the Historic Environment (2008):
Historical, Aesthetic, Evidential, Communal



Traditional Values 傳統價值
and

Contemporary Values  當代價值



Contemporary Values  當代價值
Values relating to the present and people

Traditional Values  傳統價值
Values relating to history and architecture / aesthetics

IMPORTANT!
Values change over time!  所有文物價值是會隨着時間而改變

Traditional Values and Contemporary Values
The Past and the Physical (tangible) vs. the Present and the People (intangible)



Contemporary Values  當代價值
Values relating to the present and people
 Social / Communal Value  社會價值
 Spiritual Value  (宗教)心靈價值
 Identity Value  身份價值
 (Local) Economic Value  (本土)經濟價值
 Commemorative / Symbolic Value  記念 / 象徵 價值

Traditional Values  傳統價值
Values relating to history and architecture / aesthetics
 Historic / Historical Value  歷史價值
 Architectural / Design / Aesthetic / Artistic Value 建築 / 設計 / 美學 / 美術 價值
 Scientific / Technical / Research / Educational Value 科學 / 技術 / 研究 / 教育 價值

Traditional Values and Contemporary Values
The Past and the physical (tangible) vs. the Present and the people (intangible)

IMPORTANT!
Values change over time!  所有文物價值是會隨着時間而改變



Traditional Values and Contemporary Values
Paradigm Shift from Emphasis on Traditional to Contemporary Values in Conservation

Traditional Values of Heritage Places
傳統價值

Contemporary Values of Heritage Places
當代價值

Source: Richard Engelhardt and Montira Horayangura, UNESCO-Bangkok



Historic / Historical Value  歷史價值

Association with a notable family, person, event, or movement gives historical value a particular 
resonance.  Being at the place where something momentous happened can increase and intensify 
understanding through linking historical accounts of events with the place where they happened –
provided, of course, that the place still retains some semblance of its appearance at the time. 

From English Heritage’s Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidelines (2008)

Traditional Values
Values related to the past and the physical fabric

Image: www.paulnoll.com

Image: source unknown



Architectural / Design / Aesthetic / Artistic Value  建築價值

Design value relates primarily to the aesthetic qualities generated by the conscious design of a building, 
structure or landscape as a whole.  . . . It may be attributed to a known patron, architect, designer, 
gardener or craftsman . . . , or be a mature product of a vernacular tradition of building or land 
management.  Strong indicators of importance are quality of design and execution, and innovation, 
particularly if influential.

From English Heritage’s Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidelines (2008) 

Traditional Values
Values related to the past and the physical fabric

Images: Ian Duncross; Foster & Partners; my.tdctrade.com 
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Contemporary Values
Values related to the present and people

Social Value, Spiritual Value, Identity Value and Economic Value
社會、心靈、身份、經濟價值

Social value: Acknowledged as meaningful to a community in 
terms of collective attachment

Commemorative / Symbolic value: Acknowledged as meaningful to a community in 
terms of collective memory

Spiritual value: Acknowledged as spiritually important
Identity value: Acknowledged as a marker of identity
Economic value: Acknowledged as integral to local economic vitality



Social Value

Social value is about collective attachment to places that embody meanings important to a community.
These places are usually community owned or publicly accessible or in some other ways “appropriated”
into people’s daily lives.

Such meanings . . . may not be obvious in the fabric of the place, and may not be apparent to the
disinterested observer.”

Quoted from: What is Social Value? (Canberra: Australian Heritage Commission, 1992), 10  

Images: www.inmediahk.net; www.viewimages.com

Social Value  社會價值
A value related to the present and the community



Images: www.inmediahk.net; www.viewimages.com

Social Value
Social value is associated with places that people perceive as a source of identity, distinctiveness, social
interaction and coherence. . . . They may have fulfilled a community function that has generated a deeper
attachment, or shaped some aspect of community behaviour or attitudes.

The social values of places are not always clearly recognized by those who share them, and may only be
articulated when the future of a place is threatened. . . . The social value of a place may indeed have no
direct relationship to any formal historical or aesthetic values that may have been ascribed to it.

Quoted from: English Heritage’s Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance (2008)

Social Value  社會價值
A value related to the present and the community



Collective memory, a term coined by the French sociologist, Maurice Halbwachs (1877-1945), refers to
societal-level remembrance of significant past events. It is a memory that is shared by a group of people
and which is passed on from generation to generation because of its significance.

From “collective attachment” 集體感情 to “collective memory” 集體回憶

Images: www.betterworld.com; G. Neathway & J. Leys

Commemorative / Symbolic Value  紀念性／象徵性價值
A value related to the present and the community



Use of “Collective Memory” as a Cultural Heritage Value
From English Heritage’s Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance (2008)

Commemorative and symbolic values reflect the meanings of a place for those who draw part of their
identity from it, or have emotional links to it. The most obvious examples are war and other memorials
raised by community effort, which consciously evoke past lives and events . . . .

. . . Some places may be important for reminding us of uncomfortable events, attitudes or periods in . . .
history. They are important aspects of collective memory and identity, places of remembrance whose
meaning should not be forgotten.

Images: Lee Ho Yin

Commemorative / Symbolic Value  紀念性／象徵性價值
A value related to the present and the community



Social Value vs. Commemorative / Symbolic Value
Do not confuse
“collective attachment” 集體感情 (懷念) with “collective memory” 集體回憶 (悼念) !

Contemporary Values
Values more related to the present and the community

A collection of personal memories ≠ collective memory
個人回憶大集成 集體回憶



Why is this architecturally unremarkable house with no formal historic association in Hong 
Kong considered by many throughout the world to be a significant heritage place?

Because… it was the last residence in Hong Kong for the kung fu legend Bruce Lee!

Image: www.schemamag.ca; www.black-eagle.org

Traditional Values vs. Contemporary Values
A self-prophesying case



The Prophecy Comes True!
From the South China Morning Post, 14 July 2008



South China Morning Post, 9 July 2008, news article by Olga Wong

“But a heritage conservation expert at the University of Hong Kong, Lee Ho-yin, said the 
house, built in 1965, was of little architectural or historical value and under the grading 
system for historic buildings it risked being torn down at any time. That was because the 
system was not fully applicable to intangible heritage such as kung fu star Lee's life and 
work, he said. The only reason to preserve it was for its social value and community 
attachment to the place, factors the system did not consider.” 

South China Morning Post, 25 July 2008, news article by Joyce Ng and Vivienne Chow

“There is no architectural value on Bruce Lee's home and the government will not swap land 
with the owner Mr. Yu Panglin to save it. ‘The building is a residence of a simple style 
without unique architectural elements. Houses like this are very common in the 
neighbourhood,’ the Antiquities and Monuments Office said in an assessment submitted to 
the council. ‘Overall, Bruce Lee's former home is of no value architecturally,’ it concluded.”

Traditional Values vs. Contemporary Values
Conservation by Social Value



2002 Criteria
 Historical Significance (traditional)
 Architectural Merit (traditional)
 Rarity (traditional)
 Contribution to the Environment [similar to Group Value] (traditional)

2008 Criteria
 Historical Interest (traditional)
 Architectural Merit (traditional)
 Group Value (traditional)
 Social Value and Local Interest (contemporary)
 Authenticity (traditional)
 Rarity (traditional)

Traditional Values vs. Contemporary Values
Old vs. New AMO Grading System for Historic Buildings



Conserving Cultural Heritage 文物保育:
Who should decide the values 由誰來决定 ?
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Laura MazzeoMak Fung

Exercise



Conserving Cultural Heritage 文物保育:
Different people and different groups attach different values to a heritage 

place 不同人對一個文化遺產地方有不同的文物價值觀



Different values at different social levels

Individual level 個人層面

Family level 家庭層面

Local community level 本地社區層面

Ethnic group level 民族層面

Nation / sovereign state level 國家層面

World level 世界層面

According to Susan M. Pearce’s article “The Making of Cultural Heritage” (2000), the values 
of a heritage place will be different when evaluated at different social levels



Who values what – need to find out!

According to English Heritage's Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the
Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment (2008):

(Page 36, clause 67)

Identify who values the place, and why they do so
Different people and communities may attach different weight to the same
heritage values of a place at the same time. Experience shows that
judgements about heritage values, especially those relating to the recent
past, tend to grow in strength and complexity over time, as people's
perceptions of a place evolve. It is therefore necessary to consider
whether a place might be so valued in the future that is should be
protected now.

This is why public engagement is important in conservation, in order that the conservation
decisions made are defensible.



Conserving Cultural Heritage 文物保育:
Cultural Heritage Values 文物價值


